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(54) PROCESSING METHOD AND MOBILE DEVICE

(57) This specification discloses a processing meth-
od and a mobile device. The method includes: receiving
a photographing instruction, where the photographing in-
struction is used to trigger a camera to photograph a tar-
get document; identifying, through edge detection, four
sides of a document image corresponding to the target
document; determining, based on the four sides, a first
included angle corresponding to the document image,
where the first included angle is used to represent an
inclination degree of the document image relative to the
target document; if the first included angle is greater than
a preset threshold, triggering the camera to reset a focus
location in a direction close to far-end content in the doc-
ument image, and take n pictures, where n is a positive
integer; applying geometric correction by using the pic-
ture obtained through photographing; and using, as out-
put in response to the photographing instruction, one of
the at least one picture to which geometric correction has
been applied. The foregoing solution can significantly in-
crease definition of the far-end content in the document
image, and improve correction quality of the document
image.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of im-
age processing technologies, and in particular, to a
processing method and a mobile device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A user may take a photograph or record a video
by using a mobile device having a photographing function
(for example, a camera, a mobile phone, a wearable de-
vice, or a network camera). For example, in a conference
room, people may photograph, at any time, information
on a whiteboard, a slide, a document, or another material
by using a mobile phone, and do not need to write down
the information. This is quite convenient.
[0003] However, when such a mobile device is used
to photograph an object, there is usually a specific in-
cluded angle between an image plane of a camera and
a photographed plane due to limitation of a factor such
as a photographing distance or angle. This leads to rel-
atively large image distortion. For example, a to-be-pho-
tographed object that is actually rectangular is possibly
distorted into an arbitrary quadrilateral, such as a trape-
zoid. Such distortion is referred to as oblique distortion.
[0004] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B show document images
that are corresponding to a rectangular document and
that have oblique distortion. Referring to FIG. 1A, the
distorted document image is photographed at a relatively
small inclination angle. The document image shown in
FIG. 1A is an arbitrary quadrilateral rather than a rectan-
gle. In addition, a font of a far-end character is smaller
than a font of a near-end character. Worse, referring to
FIG. 1B, the distorted document image is photographed
at a relatively large inclination angle. Compared with the
document image shown in FIG. 1A, a shape of the doc-
ument image shown in FIG. 1B is even less like a rec-
tangle. In addition, a far-end character in the document
image shown in FIG. 1B is quite fuzzy and is difficult to
recognize.
[0005] With respect to oblique distortion, some existing
smartphones provide a document correction function in
a photographing function.
[0006] The document correction function can well cor-
rect a distorted document image that is obtained through
photographing at a relatively small inclination angle (for
example, less than 15°). However, for a distorted docu-
ment image obtained through photographing at a rela-
tively large inclination angle (for example, greater than
50°), far-end content of a document image corrected by
using the existing document correction function has rel-
atively low definition.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide

a processing method and a mobile device, so as to sig-
nificantly increase definition of far-end content in a doc-
ument image and improve correction quality of the doc-
ument image.
[0008] According to a first aspect, a processing method
is provided. The processing method is applied to a mobile
device, and includes: receiving, by the mobile device, a
photographing instruction; determining, through edge
detection, four sides of a document image corresponding
to a target document in a preview box of the mobile de-
vice; determining, based on the four sides, a first included
angle corresponding to the document image; if the first
included angle is greater than a preset threshold, trigger-
ing a camera to reset a focus location in a direction close
to far-end content in the document image, and take n
pictures (n is an integer not less than 1); applying geo-
metric correction to at least one of the n pictures obtained
through photographing; and using, as output in response
to the photographing instruction, one of the at least one
picture to which geometric correction has been applied.
[0009] Specifically, the first included angle may be
used to represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document. The first included
angle is positively correlated with an inclination angle of
an image plane of the camera relative to the target doc-
ument.
[0010] In specific implementation, the first included an-
gle may be an included angle formed between two lateral
sides adjacent to a main side of a quadrilateral. Herein,
the main side is a side closest to the camera in the four
sides. It should be noted that the first included angle may
alternatively be another angle corresponding to the doc-
ument image, and is not limited to the included angle
formed between the two lateral sides adjacent to the main
side, provided that the first included angle can reflect an
inclination degree of the image plane of the camera rel-
ative to the target document.
[0011] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile device may determine the first included angle ac-
cording to the following several implementations.
[0012] In a first implementation, the mobile device may
obtain lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and k4, where
k1 and k3 are opposite sides, k1/k3≥1, k2 and k4 are op-
posite sides, and k2/k4≥1. Then, the mobile device cal-
culates side ratios of the two pairs of opposite sides: k1/k3
and k2/k4. The mobile device determines k1 as a main
side if k1/k3 is greater than k2/k4, or determines k2 as a
main side if k2/k4 is greater than k1/k3. Finally, the mobile
device may determine, as the first included angle, an
included angle formed by intersection of two lateral sides
of the determined main side.
[0013] In a second implementation, the mobile device
may obtain lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and k4,
where k1 and k3 are opposite sides, and k2 and k4 are
opposite sides. The mobile device calculates a second
included angle formed between the opposite sides k1 and
k3 and a third included angle formed between the oppo-
site sides k2 and k4. Finally, the mobile device may de-
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termine, as the first included angle, the larger of the sec-
ond included angle and the third included angle.
[0014] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
mobile device may reset a photographing focus accord-
ing to the following several implementations.
[0015] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
calculate an angle difference between the first included
angle and the preset threshold (for example, 50°), then
determine a moving distance d of the focus based on the
angle difference, and finally, move the focus the moving
distance d in a direction close to a far end.
[0016] For example, the mobile device moves the fo-
cus one unit quantity toward the far-end content each
time when the angle difference increases by 5°. In spe-
cific implementation, the unit quantity may be a physical
quantity that represents a distance, for example, 1 cen-
timeter. The unit quantity may be alternatively represent-
ed by using a pixel value, for example, 80 dpi is one unit
quantity. It should be noted that the moving distance d
of the focus may alternatively be a fixed value.
[0017] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
move, on a central axis of the document image, the focus
toward a far end. H is a length of the central axis. The
mobile device may finally set the focus location to a lo-
cation that is at a distance of r*H from the main side,
where r represents a ratio, and 0<r<1. In specific imple-
mentation, a larger first included angle may indicate a
larger ratio r. That is, larger oblique distortion indicates
a shorter distance between the focus location and the far
end of the document image. This can better improve far-
end definition for a seriously distorted document image.
[0018] In actual application, the ratio r may alternatively
be a fixed value, for example, r=2/3. That is, regardless
of an oblique distortion degree, the focus location is set
by default to a location that is at a distance of 2H/3 from
the main side.
[0019] In this embodiment of the present invention, af-
ter resetting the focus location, the mobile device may
take a picture and apply image correction according to
the following several implementations, to improve image
correction quality.
[0020] In an embodiment, after resetting the focus lo-
cation, the mobile device may take one picture (n=1).
Then, the mobile device may apply geometric correction
to the picture obtained through photographing, to restore
a geometric ratio of a document image in the picture.
[0021] In an embodiment, after resetting the focus lo-
cation, the mobile device may take a plurality of pictures
(n≥2), and then apply geometric correction to the plurality
of pictures obtained through photographing.
[0022] In an implementation, to further improve far-end
definition of the document image, image segmentation
and image splicing operations may be further performed
after geometric correction is applied to the picture ob-
tained through photographing. Specific steps may be as
follows:

Step 1: Divide, into m image blocks, each of at least

two of the n (n≥2) pictures to which geometric cor-
rection has been applied, where m≥2, and m is a
positive integer.
Step 2: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.

[0023] Finally, m selected to-be-spliced image blocks
are spliced into one picture, and the picture obtained
through splicing is used as the output in response to the
photographing instruction.
[0024] In another implementation, to further improve
far-end definition of the document image, image segmen-
tation and image splicing operations may be further per-
formed before geometric correction is applied to the pic-
ture obtained through photographing. Specific steps may
be as follows:

Step 1: Divide, into m image blocks, each of at least
two of the n (n≥2) pictures obtained through photo-
graphing, where m≥2, and m is a positive integer.
Step 2: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.
Step 3: Splice m selected to-be-spliced image blocks
into one picture.

[0025] Finally, geometric correction is applied to the
picture obtained through splicing, and the picture to which
geometric correction has been applied is used as the
output in response to the photographing instruction.
[0026] To avoid impairment of near-end definition of
the document image while improving the far-end defini-
tion of the document image, this embodiment of the
present invention provides the following implementa-
tions.
[0027] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
move the photographing focus a plurality of times in the
direction close to the far-end content in the document
image, sequentially obtain, through photographing, the
n (n≥2) pictures in a process of moving the focus, and
then apply geometric correction and perform the image
segmentation and image splicing operations by using the
pictures obtained through photographing.
[0028] It can be understood that, when a picture is tak-
en in an initial phase of focus moving, the focus is still
relatively close to near-end content, and image definition
near the near-end content is still relatively high. There-
fore, when the image segmentation and image splicing
operations are performed on the plurality of pictures ob-
tained through photographing, a to-be-spliced image
block of the near-end content may be selected from the
picture taken in the initial phase. In this way, near-end
definition of a picture obtained through splicing is less
affected by focus moving.
[0029] In some embodiments, before resetting the lo-
cation of the photographing focus, the mobile device may
further take one or more pictures.
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[0030] It can be understood that, because a picture
has been taken before the photographing focus is reset,
near-end definition of the picture taken before the pho-
tographing focus is reset is not affected by focus moving,
and the definition is quite high. Therefore, when the im-
age segmentation and image splicing operations are per-
formed by using all pictures obtained through photo-
graphing (including the picture taken before focus reset-
ting and the n pictures), a to-be-spliced image block of
near-end content may be selected from the picture taken
before focus resetting. In this way, near-end definition of
a picture obtained through splicing is not affected by fo-
cus moving.
[0031] According to the method described in the first
aspect, when the document image has relatively serious
oblique distortion, the focus is reset in the direction close
to the far-end content in the document image, and the
picture is taken. This can not only restore a geometric
ratio of the document image, but also significantly in-
crease definition of the far-end content in the document
image and improve correction quality of the document
image.
[0032] According to a second aspect, a processing
method is provided. The processing method includes:
receiving, by a mobile device, a photographing instruc-
tion; determining, through edge detection, four sides of
a document image corresponding to a target document
in a preview box of the mobile device; determining, based
on the four sides, a first included angle corresponding to
the document image; if the first included angle is greater
than a preset threshold, triggering a camera to take k
pictures (k≥2, and k is a positive integer); applying image
correction to the k pictures obtained through photograph-
ing; and using, as output in response to the photograph-
ing instruction, one picture obtained through image cor-
rection.
[0033] Specifically, image correction may be used for
improving far-end definition of the document image, so
that far-end definition of the picture obtained through im-
age correction is higher than the far-end definition that
the document image has before image correction is ap-
plied.
[0034] In an implementation, a specific process in
which the mobile device performs image correction by
using the k pictures may be as follows.
[0035] Step 1: Apply geometric correction to at least
two of the k pictures.
[0036] Step 2: Divide, into m image blocks, each of the
at least two pictures to which geometric correction has
been applied, where m≥2, and m is a positive integer.
[0037] Step 3: With respect to a same image block,
select, from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.
[0038] Finally, m selected to-be-spliced image blocks
are spliced, and one picture obtained through splicing is
used as the output in response to the photographing in-
struction.
[0039] In another implementation, a specific process

in which the mobile device performs image correction by
using the k pictures may be as follows:

Step 1: Divide each of at least two of the k pictures
into m image blocks, where m≥2, and m is a positive
integer.
Step 2: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.
Step 3: Perform image splicing on m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks, and use, as the output, one
picture obtained through splicing.

[0040] Finally, geometric correction is applied to the
one picture obtained through splicing, and the picture to
which geometric correction has been applied is used as
the output in response to the photographing instruction.
[0041] Specifically, for specific implementation of de-
termining the first included angle by the mobile device,
refer to related content in the method described in the
first aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0042] According to the method described in the sec-
ond aspect, when the camera takes the k pictures, slight
jitter of the camera causes the k pictures obtained
through photographing to present different far-end defi-
nition. Far-end content of some of the pictures is clearer.
Therefore, when image segmentation and image splicing
operations are performed by using the k pictures ob-
tained through photographing, an image block with high-
est definition may be selected from the k pictures as a
to-be-spliced image block. This can improve definition of
far-end content in the document image.
[0043] With reference to the first aspect, or with refer-
ence to the second aspect, in some embodiments, if the
mobile device determines that the first included angle is
less than the preset threshold, the mobile device may
apply geometric correction to the document image. It can
be understood that a far-end fuzziness phenomenon of
the document image is not obvious when oblique distor-
tion is not serious. In this case, a geometric ratio of the
document image may be restored by using geometric
correction only.
[0044] According to a third aspect, a processing meth-
od is provided. The processing method includes: receiv-
ing, by a mobile device, a photographing instruction; de-
termining that an included angle formed between two lat-
eral sides adjacent to a main side in four sides of a doc-
ument image is greater than a preset threshold; triggering
a camera to take k pictures (k≥2, and k is a positive in-
teger); using at least two of the k pictures as input, and
applying geometric correction or image correction to the
at least two pictures; and using, as output in response to
the photographing instruction, one picture obtained
through image correction. Herein, the main side is a side
closest to the camera in the four sides.
[0045] Specifically, the image correction may include:
applying geometric correction to the at least two pictures,
and dividing, into m image blocks (m≥2, and m is a pos-
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itive integer), each of the at least two pictures to which
geometric correction has been applied; with respect to a
same image block, selecting, from the at least two pic-
tures, an image block with highest definition as a to-be-
spliced image block; and splicing m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks into one picture, and using, as the
output in response to the photographing instruction, the
picture obtained through splicing.
[0046] In some embodiments, the image correction
may alternatively include: dividing each of the at least
two pictures into m image blocks (m≥2, and m is a positive
integer); with respect to a same image block, selecting,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with highest
definition as a to-be-spliced image block; splicing m se-
lected to-be-spliced image blocks into one picture; and
applying geometric correction to the picture obtained
through splicing, and using, as the output in response to
the photographing instruction, the picture to which geo-
metric correction has been applied.
[0047] It should be noted that, for how to determine
that the included angle formed between the two lateral
sides adjacent to the main side in the four sides of the
document image is greater than the preset threshold, ref-
erence may be made to related descriptions about how
to determine whether the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold in the first aspect. Details are
not described herein again.
[0048] According to a fourth aspect, a processing
method is provided. The processing method includes:
receiving, by a mobile device, a photographing instruc-
tion; determining that an included angle formed between
two lateral sides adjacent to a main side in four sides of
a document image is greater than a preset threshold;
taking s pictures (s is a positive integer); taking q pictures
(q is a positive integer) after resetting a location of a pho-
tographing focus; using, as input, at least two of the s+q
pictures obtained through photographing, and applying
geometric correction or image correction to the at least
two pictures; and using, as output in response to the pho-
tographing instruction, one picture obtained through im-
age correction.
[0049] Specifically, the image correction may include:
applying geometric correction to the at least two pictures,
and dividing, into m image blocks (m≥2, and m is a pos-
itive integer), each of the at least two pictures to which
geometric correction has been applied; with respect to a
same image block, selecting, from the at least two pic-
tures, an image block with highest definition as a to-be-
spliced image block; and splicing m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks into one picture, and using, as the
output in response to the photographing instruction, the
picture obtained through splicing.
[0050] In some embodiments, the image correction
may alternatively include: dividing each of the at least
two pictures into m image blocks (m≥2, and m is a positive
integer); with respect to a same image block, selecting,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with highest
definition as a to-be-spliced image block; splicing m se-

lected to-be-spliced image blocks into one picture; and
applying geometric correction to the picture obtained
through splicing, and using, as the output in response to
the photographing instruction, the picture to which geo-
metric correction has been applied.
[0051] It should be noted that, for details about reset-
ting the location of the photographing focus, reference
may be made to related content in the first aspect, and
details are not described herein again. For how to deter-
mine that the included angle formed between the two
lateral sides adjacent to the main side in the four sides
of the document image is greater than the preset thresh-
old, reference may be made to related descriptions about
how to determine whether the first included angle is great-
er than the preset threshold in the first aspect, and details
are not described herein again.
[0052] According to a fifth aspect, a processing method
is provided. The processing method includes: receiving,
by a mobile device, a photographing instruction; deter-
mining that an included angle formed between two lateral
sides adjacent to a main side in four sides of a document
image is greater than a preset threshold; taking n pictures
(n is a positive integer) after resetting a location of a pho-
tographing focus; using, as input, at least one of the n
pictures obtained through photographing, and applying
geometric correction to the at least one picture; and us-
ing, as output in response to the photographing instruc-
tion, one picture to which geometric correction has been
applied.
[0053] Specifically, when geometric correction is ap-
plied, image segmentation and image splicing operations
may further be performed to further improve far-end def-
inition of the document image. For details, refer to specific
implementation of further improving the far-end definition
of the document image in the first aspect.
[0054] Further, to avoid impairment of near-end defi-
nition of the document image while improving the far-end
definition of the document image, in some embodiments,
the mobile device may move the photographing focus a
plurality of times in a direction close to far-end content in
the document image, sequentially obtain, through pho-
tographing, the n (n≥2) pictures in a process of moving
the focus, and then perform image correction by using
the plurality of pictures obtained through photographing.
[0055] It should be noted that, for how to determine
that the included angle formed between the two lateral
sides adjacent to the main side in the four sides of the
document image is greater than the preset threshold, ref-
erence may be made to related descriptions about how
to determine whether the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold in the first aspect. Details are
not described herein again.
[0056] According to a sixth aspect, a processing meth-
od is provided. The processing method includes: receiv-
ing, by a mobile device, a photographing instruction; de-
termining an included angle formed between two lateral
sides adjacent to a main side in four sides of a document
image; and if the included angle is greater than a preset
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threshold, using the processing method described in the
fourth aspect, the fifth aspect, or the sixth aspect; or if
the included angle is not greater than a preset threshold,
taking one picture, and applying geometric correction to
the picture.
[0057] According to a seventh aspect, a mobile device
is provided, and the mobile device is configured to im-
plement the method described in the first aspect, the
fourth aspect, or the fifth aspect. The mobile device may
include a user input apparatus, a processor, and a cam-
era. The user input apparatus is configured to receive a
photographing instruction. The camera is configured to
obtain a document image of a target document. The proc-
essor is configured to determine, through edge detection,
four sides of the document image corresponding to the
target document in a preview box of the mobile device.
The processor is further configured to determine, based
on the four sides, a first included angle corresponding to
the document image. The processor is further configured
to: determine whether the first included angle is greater
than a preset threshold; and if the first included angle is
greater than the preset threshold, trigger the camera to
reset a focus location in a direction close to far-end con-
tent in the document image and take n pictures (n is an
integer not less than 1). The processor is further config-
ured to apply geometric correction to at least one of the
n pictures obtained through photographing, and use, as
output in response to the photographing instruction, one
of the at least one picture to which geometric correction
has been applied.
[0058] Specifically, the first included angle may be
used to represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document. The first included
angle is positively correlated with an inclination angle of
an image plane of the camera relative to the target doc-
ument. For a definition and a determining manner of the
first included angle, refer to related content in the first
aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0059] According to an eighth aspect, a mobile device
is provided, and the mobile device is configured to im-
plement the method described in the second aspect or
the third aspect. The mobile device may include a user
input apparatus, a processor, and a camera. The user
input apparatus is configured to receive a photographing
instruction. The camera is configured to obtain a docu-
ment image of a target document. The processor is con-
figured to determine, through edge detection, four sides
of the document image corresponding to the target doc-
ument in a preview box of the mobile device. The proc-
essor is further configured to determine, based on the
four sides, a first included angle corresponding to the
document image. The processor is further configured to:
determine whether the first included angle is greater than
a preset threshold; and if the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold, trigger the camera to take k
pictures (k≥2, and k is a positive integer). The processor
is further configured to apply image correction by using
the k pictures taken by the camera, and use, as output

in response to the photographing instruction, one picture
obtained through image correction. Far-end content in
the picture obtained through image correction is clearer
than far-end content in the document image.
[0060] Specifically, the first included angle may be
used to represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document. The first included
angle is positively correlated with an inclination angle of
an image plane of the camera relative to the target doc-
ument. For a definition and a determining manner of the
first included angle, refer to related content in the first
aspect. Details are not described herein again.
[0061] According to a ninth aspect, a mobile device is
provided, and the mobile device is configured to imple-
ment the method described in the sixth aspect. The mo-
bile device may include a user input apparatus, a proc-
essor, and a camera. The user input apparatus is con-
figured to receive a photographing instruction. The cam-
era is configured to obtain a document image of a target
document. The processor is configured to determine an
included angle formed between two lateral sides adjacent
to a main side in four sides of the document image. If the
included angle is greater than a preset threshold, the
processor performs the processing method described in
the fourth aspect, the fifth aspect, or the sixth aspect. If
the included angle is not greater than a preset threshold,
the processor triggers the camera to take one picture,
and applies geometric correction to the picture.
[0062] According to a tenth aspect, a mobile device is
provided. The mobile device includes one or more proc-
essors, a memory, a bus system, a transceiver, and one
or more programs. The processor, the memory, and the
transceiver are connected to each other by using the bus
system. The one or more programs are stored in the
memory. The one or more programs include an instruc-
tion. When executed by the portable electronic device,
the instruction causes the portable electronic device to
perform the method described in any one of the first as-
pect to the sixth aspect.
[0063] According to an eleventh aspect, a mobile de-
vice is provided, and the mobile device includes a func-
tional unit configured to perform the method described
in the first aspect, the fourth aspect, or the fifth aspect.
[0064] According to a twelfth aspect, a mobile device
is provided, and the mobile device includes a functional
unit configured to perform the method described in the
second aspect or the third aspect.
[0065] According to a thirteenth aspect, a mobile de-
vice is provided, and the mobile device includes a func-
tional unit configured to perform the method described
in the sixth aspect.
[0066] According to a fourteenth aspect, a readable
nonvolatile storage medium that stores a computer in-
struction is provided, and the computer instruction is ex-
ecuted by the mobile device described in the seventh
aspect, to implement the method described in the first
aspect, the fourth aspect, or the fifth aspect.
[0067] According to a fifteenth aspect, a readable non-
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volatile storage medium that stores a computer instruc-
tion is provided, and the computer instruction is executed
by the mobile device described in the eighth aspect, to
implement the method described in the second aspect
or the third aspect.
[0068] According to a sixteenth aspect, a readable
nonvolatile storage medium that stores a computer in-
struction is provided, and the computer instruction is ex-
ecuted by the mobile device described in the ninth aspect,
to implement the method described in the sixth aspect.
[0069] According to a seventeenth aspect, a computer
readable storage medium that stores one or more pro-
grams is provided. The one or more programs include
an instruction. When executed by a portable electronic
device, the instruction causes the portable electronic de-
vice to perform the method described in any one of the
first aspect to the sixth aspect.
[0070] According to an eighteenth aspect, a graphical
user interface on a mobile device is provided. The mobile
device includes a display, a memory, a plurality of appli-
cation programs, and one or more processors configured
to execute one or more programs stored in the memory.
The graphical user interface includes a user interface
displayed in performing the method described in any one
of the first aspect to the sixth aspect.
[0071] Implementation of the embodiments provided
in the present invention can significantly increase the def-
inition of the far-end content in the document image, and
improve correction quality of the document image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0072] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention more clearly, the fol-
lowing briefly describes the accompanying drawings re-
quired for describing the embodiments.

FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are schematic diagrams of doc-
ument images that have oblique distortion when a
target document is photographed;
FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of a photographing
scenario without oblique distortion;
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of a photographing
scenario with oblique distortion;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a geometric cor-
rection method related to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a processing meth-
od according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a relationship be-
tween oblique distortion and a geometric shape of a
document image;
FIG. 6A is a schematic diagram of a method for de-
termining a first included angle according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6B is a schematic diagram of another method
for determining a first included angle according to an

embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of an optional embod-
iment of a first included angle according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8A and FIG. 8B are schematic diagrams of focus
location resetting according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a method for per-
forming image correction by using a plurality of pic-
tures according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of another focus mov-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic flowchart of another process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart of still another
processing method according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of a mobile
device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of cooperative inter-
action of parts in the mobile device according to the
embodiment in FIG. 13; and
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of another
mobile device according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0073] Terms used in an implementation part of the
present invention are merely intended to explain specific
embodiments of the present invention, but are not intend-
ed to limit the present invention.
[0074] For ease of understanding of the embodiments
of the present invention, oblique distortion and geometric
correction related to the embodiments of the present in-
vention are described first.
[0075] FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B show a photographing sce-
nario without oblique distortion and a photographing sce-
nario with oblique distortion, respectively. A camera 20
may include a lens 21 and an imaging part 23. An optical
center of the lens 21 is shown as a lens center S in the
figure. The imaging part 23 may be a CCD, a CMOS, or
another imaging part. A rectangular target document AB-
CD is placed on a horizontal reference plane T, and a
document image corresponding to the target document
ABCD is on an image plane P. The image plane P is a
plane on which the imaging part 23 is located.
[0076] In the photographing scenario without oblique
distortion shown in FIG. 2A, the image plane P of the
camera 20 is parallel to the horizontal reference plane T
on which the target document ABCD is located. A docu-
ment image a0b0c0d0 finally imaged on the image plane
P along an optical path represented by a dashed line in
FIG. 2A is also a rectangle. In addition, a geometric ratio
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of the target document ABCD is reconstructed in the doc-
ument image a0b0c0d0. The photographing scenario
shown in FIG. 2A is an ideal scenario of document pho-
tographing, and there is no oblique distortion in the doc-
ument image obtained through photographing.
[0077] In the photographing scenario with oblique dis-
tortion shown in FIG. 2B, the image plane P of the camera
20 is not parallel to the horizontal reference plane T on
which the target document ABCD is located. There is an
included angle α between the image plane P and the
horizontal reference plane T. For a document image
a1b1c1d1 imaged on the imaging plane P, a convergence
effect is caused due to an optical perspective principle
"an object looks big when near and small when in a dis-
tance". That is, content closer to the lens 21 in the doc-
ument image a1b1c1d1 is larger, and content farther from
the lens 21 in the document image a1b1c1d1 is smaller.
The finally imaged document image a1b1c1d1 may be a
distorted arbitrary quadrilateral, for example, a trapezoid.
[0078] It can be understood that, according to the op-
tical perspective principle "an object looks big when near
and small when in a distance", content, for example, a
word, closer to the lens 21 in the document image
a1b1c1d1 is displayed in a larger size, and content, for
example, a word, farther from the lens 21 in the document
image a1b1c1d1 is displayed in a smaller size. That is,
far-end content in the document image is fuzzier. In ad-
dition, a larger included angle α between the image plane
P and the target document ABCD indicates that oblique
distortion of the document image a1b1c1d1 is more seri-
ous, a shape of the document image a1b1c1d1 is less like
a rectangle, and far-end content in the document image
a1b1c1d1 is fuzzier.
[0079] It should be noted that a target document in the
embodiments of the present invention may be a rectan-
gular information presentation object, such as rectangu-
lar text, a rectangular whiteboard, a rectangular slide, or
a rectangular display screen configured to display infor-
mation.
[0080] The following describes geometric correction
related to the embodiments of the present invention. A
precondition for the geometric correction is: In an image
plane coordinate system, coordinates of four vertexes of
a document image that is possibly presented as an arbi-
trary quadrilateral are known. It should be understood
that lengths and directions of four sides of the document
image on an image plane can be identified through edge
detection. Therefore, coordinates of all points (including
the four vertexes) in the document image can also be
known.
[0081] In an embodiment of the present invention, re-
ferring to FIG. 3, a method for performing geometric cor-
rection on a document image is as follows:

Step 1: Estimate an original length-width ratio w/h of
a target document based on four vertexes (a,b,c,d)
of the document image. Due to projection homogra-
phy, a length-width ratio of a rectangular photo-

graphed object corresponding to a known quadrilat-
eral image can be estimated based on the image.
For details, refer to US patent [US 7,171,056]. De-
tails are not described herein.
Step 2: Select four coordinate points (A, B, C, D) as
four vertexes of the target document based on the
estimated original length-width ratio w/h. The select-
ed four coordinate points satisfy the original length-
width ratio. It should be noted that a rectangle con-
stituted by the four coordinate points merely recon-
structs the length-width ratio of the target document,
but is not necessarily equivalent to the target docu-
ment in area or size.
Step 3: Calculate a homography matrix H based on
the four vertexes of the document image and the four
vertexes of the target document. The homography
matrix H is used to represent conversion between
an image plane coordinate system in which the doc-
ument image is located and a horizontal reference
plane coordinate system in which the target docu-
ment is located. For details about how to solve the
homography matrix H, refer to US patent [US
8,503,813]. Details are not described herein.
Step 4: Perform projection transformation on the
document image based on the homography matrix
H, to restore a geometric ratio of the document im-
age. A projection transformation formula is m = sHM,
where m represents a point in the document image,
M represents a point in the target document, m = [x
y 1]T, M = [X Y 1 Z]T, and s is an arbitrary ratio. It
can be learned that a point M, in the target document,
to which an arbitrary point m in the document image
is correspondingly projected can be known based
on the homography matrix H.

[0082] That is, when the document image is known
(that is, coordinates of all points in the document image
are known), a rectangular document image can be re-
stored by performing the foregoing process. The rectan-
gular document image obtained through correction re-
constructs the target document in ratio. In specific imple-
mentation, a value of s may be determined based on an
actual requirement, to set a size of the corrected docu-
ment image.
[0083] The embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide the processing method, so as to significantly in-
crease definition of far-end content in the document im-
age and improve correction quality of the document im-
age. Herein, the far-end content is content, in the docu-
ment image, relatively far from a camera.
[0084] A main principle used in the embodiments of
the present invention includes: During photographing of
a target document (a to-be-photographed object), if a rel-
atively large inclination angle is found between an image
plane of a camera and the target document through anal-
ysis, the camera is triggered to enter a preset photo-
graphing mode. The preset photographing mode is used
to improve a document image far-end fuzziness status
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caused by the relatively large inclination angle.
[0085] For the preset photographing mode, the em-
bodiments of the present invention provide the following
two solutions:

Solution 1: The camera is triggered to move a pho-
tographing focus to the far-end content in the docu-
ment image and take a picture, and finally, image
correction is applied to the picture obtained through
photographing, to obtain a corrected document im-
age.
Solution 2: The camera is triggered to take a plurality
of pictures, and image correction is applied to the
plurality of pictures, to obtain a corrected document
image.

[0086] The following describes the processing method
provided in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0087] FIG. 4 shows a processing method according
to an embodiment of the present invention. In the em-
bodiment in FIG. 4, during photographing of a target doc-
ument, if a relatively large inclination angle is found be-
tween an image plane of a camera and the target docu-
ment through analysis, the camera is triggered to enter
the preset photographing mode described in the forego-
ing Solution 1. Steps S101 to S103 are performed by a
mobile device or at least one processor in a mobile de-
vice. The mobile device includes but is not limited to a
mobile phone, a camera, a wearable device, or a network
camera. The following provides descriptions by using an
example in which the mobile device is an execution body.
[0088] S101: The mobile device receives a photo-
graphing instruction.
[0089] In specific implementation, the photographing
instruction may be triggered by a user by pressing a spec-
ified physical button. For example, the user presses a
photographing button on a side of the mobile phone to
trigger photographing of the target document. The pho-
tographing instruction may alternatively be triggered by
a user by touching a virtual button. For example, after
starting a photographing application program, the user
touches a virtual shutter to trigger photographing of the
target document. The photographing instruction may al-
ternatively be triggered by a user in another application
program (different from a photographing application pro-
gram). For example, when using a social application, the
user may trigger photographing of the target document
by sharing a photo. The examples are merely some im-
plementations of this embodiment of the present inven-
tion, and an implementation in actual application may be
different from these implementations. This shall not con-
stitute any limitation.
[0090] S103: The mobile device determines, through
edge detection, four sides k1, k2, k3, and k4 of a document
image corresponding to the target document in a preview
box of the mobile device. It should be understood that
lengths and directions of the four sides of the document

image on the image plane can be identified through edge
detection. Therefore, coordinates of all points (including
four vertexes) in the document image can also be known.
[0091] S105: The mobile device determines, based on
the four sides, a first included angle corresponding to the
document image, where the first included angle may be
used to represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document. Specifically, the
first included angle is positively correlated with a photo-
graphing inclination angle. The photographing inclination
angle is an inclination angle of the image plane of the
camera relative to the target document. Referring to con-
tent in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, it can be learned that the
image plane of the camera is a plane on which the doc-
ument image is located, and the photographing inclina-
tion angle is the included angle α in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B.
[0092] S107: The mobile device determines whether
the first included angle is greater than a preset threshold.
In specific implementation, the preset threshold may be
set based on experience. In actual use, both photograph-
ing light and optical configurations of the camera may
affect setting of the preset threshold.
[0093] Specifically, if the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold, execution of step S109 is trig-
gered; if the first included angle is not greater than the
preset threshold, execution of step S103 is triggered.
[0094] S109: The mobile device triggers the camera
to reset a focus location in a direction close to far-end
content in the document image, and take n pictures (n is
an integer not less than 1). In this embodiment of the
present invention, resetting the focus location may be
moving a photographing focus toward far-end content in
the document image. In this way, definition of the far-end
content can be improved.
[0095] It should be understood that, if the first included
angle is greater than the preset threshold, for example,
70°, it indicates that oblique distortion of the document
image is relatively serious. In this case, the photograph-
ing mode described in the foregoing Solution 1 may be
triggered, to improve a document image far-end fuzzi-
ness status.
[0096] S101: The mobile device applies geometric cor-
rection to at least one of the n pictures obtained through
photographing, and uses, as output in response to the
photographing instruction, one of the at least one picture
to which geometric correction has been applied. For spe-
cific implementation of geometric correction, refer to con-
tent described in FIG. 3. Details are not described herein
again. It can be understood that, because the picture is
taken after the focus location is reset, far-end definition
of the picture obtained through photographing is im-
proved in comparison with far-end definition of the doc-
ument image.
[0097] S103: The mobile device applies geometric cor-
rection to the document image. For specific implemen-
tation of geometric correction, refer to content described
in FIG. 3. It can be understood that a far-end fuzziness
phenomenon of the document image is not obvious when
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oblique distortion is not serious. In this case, a geometric
ratio of the document image may be restored by using
geometric correction only.
[0098] It should be noted that the mobile device in steps
S101 to S103 may be replaced by a processor in the
mobile device, and details are not described herein.
[0099] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
first included angle may be an included angle formed
between two lateral sides adjacent to a main side of the
quadrilateral. Herein, the main side is a side closest to
the camera in the four sides.
[0100] For example, in a photographing scenario
shown in FIG. 5, an optical axis of a camera 20 and a
median line of a target document ABCD are located on
a midperpendicular plane of the target document ABCD.
It should be understood that a document image abed
obtained through photographing in a scenario in which
an inclination angle α is 0 is a rectangle, and all document
images abed obtained through photographing at different
inclination angles α (α≠0) are distorted into an isosceles
trapezoid. A main side of the document image abed is
ad, and a first included angle corresponding to the doc-
ument image abed is an included angle β. It can be seen
from FIG. 5 that a larger inclination angle α indicates a
larger included angle β. That is, an included angle formed
between two lateral sides adjacent to the main side may
be used to represent the inclination degree of the image
plane of the camera relative to the target image.
[0101] The following provides detailed descriptions
about how to determine, based on the four sides, the first
included angle corresponding to the document image.
[0102] In a first implementation, a method for deter-
mining the first included angle by the mobile device may
include: obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and
k4, where k1 and k3 are opposite sides, k1/k3≥1, k2 and
k4 are opposite sides, and k2/k4≥1; calculating side ratios
of the two pairs of opposite sides: k1/k3 and k2/k4; deter-
mining k1 as the main side if k1/k3 is greater than k2/k4,
or determining k2 as the main side if k2/k4 is greater than
k1/k3; and determining, as the first included angle, an
included angle formed by intersection of the two lateral
sides of the main side.
[0103] As shown in FIG. 6A, it is assumed that the main
side determined according to the foregoing implementa-
tion is bc. In this case, an included angle β formed by
intersection of ab and cd is the first included angle. A
calculation process of the included angle β may be as
follows:

(1) According to a cosine formula of an included an-
gle between two vectors, the following can be ob-
tained:

In this way, an included angle θ1 and an included
angle θ2 can be calculated.
(2) Then, according to a geometric theorem that a
sum of interior angles of a triangle is equal to 180°,
the following can be calculated: 

[0104] In a second implementation, a method for de-
termining the first included angle by the mobile device
may include: obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2,
k3, and k4, where k1 and k3 are opposite sides, and k2
and k4 are opposite sides; calculating a second included
angle formed between the opposite sides k1 and k3 and
a third included angle formed between the opposite sides
k2 and k4; and determining, as the first included angle,
the larger of the second included angle and the third in-
cluded angle.
[0105] As shown in FIG. 6B, it is assumed that the sec-
ond included angle is βx, and the third included angle is
βy. A calculation process of the included angle βx and
the included angle βy may be as follows:

(1) According to a cosine formula of an included an-
gle between two vectors, the following can be ob-
tained: 

and 

(2) Then, according to a geometric theorem that a
sum of interior angles of a triangle is equal to 180°,
the following can be calculated: 

and 

[0106] In a calculation result of FIG. 6B, if βx>βy, βx is
determined as the first included angle, and the main side
is cd; if βy>βx, βy is determined as the first included angle,
and the main side is bc.
[0107] It should be noted that, because coordinates of
the four vertexes of the document image can be deter-
mined through edge detection, vectors of all sides related
to the foregoing cosine formulas are all known.
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[0108] The following briefly describes principles relat-
ed to the foregoing two implementations for determining
the first included angle.
[0109] As shown in FIG. 5, if there is no oblique distor-
tion (α=0), the document image abed should reconstruct
the target document ABCD in geometric ratio, and the
document image abed should be a rectangle. Side length
ratios corresponding to two pairs of opposite sides of the
document image abed should both be 1 (because bc=ad
and ab=cd), and included angles formed by the two pairs
of opposite sides should both be 0 (because bciad and
abicd).
[0110] As shown in FIG. 5, if there is oblique distortion
(α≠0), a perspective phenomenon that "an object looks
big when near and small when in a distance" occurs.
[0111] In the document image abcd, an opposite-side
length ratio deviates from 1. In comparison with a side
length ratio ab/cd between the two lateral sides (ab and
cd) (ab/cd=1 in FIG. 5), a side length ratio between the
main side ad and an opposite side bc of the main side
distorts more seriously. Therefore, the main side may be
determined from a pair of opposite sides with a side
length ratio that distorts more seriously, and a longer side
in the pair of opposite sides is determined as the main
side. Then, an included angle formed between two lateral
sides adjacent to the main side is determined as the first
included angle. In the foregoing first implementation,
such a phenomenon in an oblique distortion scenario is
applied.
[0112] In addition, in the document image abcd, the
included angle formed between the two lateral sides (ab
and cd) is greater than an included angle formed between
the main side ad and the opposite side bc of the main
side. Particularly, in FIG. 5, the included angle formed
between the main side ad and the opposite side bc of
the main side is 0. In addition, it can be seen from FIG.
5 that the included angle formed between the two lateral
sides (ab and cd) increases with an increase in the incli-
nation degree. Therefore, the included angles formed by
the two pairs of opposite sides may be separately calcu-
lated, and then, the larger included angle is determined
as the first included angle. In the foregoing second im-
plementation, such a phenomenon in an oblique distor-
tion scenario is applied.
[0113] In some possible implementations, the first in-
cluded angle in this embodiment of the present invention
may alternatively be another angle corresponding to the
arbitrary quadrilateral corresponding to the document im-
age, and is not limited to the included angle formed be-
tween the two lateral sides adjacent to the main side de-
fined in the foregoing content, provided that the first in-
cluded angle can reflect the inclination degree of the im-
age plane of the camera relative to the target document.
[0114] For example, in FIG. 6, it is assumed that the
main side is k1. The first included angle may alternatively
be an included angle γ formed by intersection of two di-
agonals of the arbitrary quadrilateral corresponding to
the document image. From a comparison between

[0115] FIG. (A) and FIG. (B), it can be learned that
more serious oblique distortion indicates a larger includ-
ed angle γ. It can be understood that k1/k3 in FIG. (B) is
larger, and the ratio is more deviated from 1. Therefore,
oblique distortion in FIG. (B) is more serious than oblique
distortion in FIG. (A).
[0116] If the first included angle obtained through cal-
culation in the foregoing manner is greater than the preset
threshold (50°), the camera may be triggered to enter the
preset photographing mode described in the foregoing
Solution 1, to improve a document image far-end fuzzi-
ness status. The following provides detailed descriptions.
[0117] In the preset photographing mode described in
the foregoing Solution 1, as shown in FIG. 8, the mobile
device may reset the focus location in the direction close
to the far-end content in the document image. It should
be understood that the definition of the far-end content
can be improved by moving the photographing focus to
the far-end content in the document image.
[0118] As shown in FIG. 8A, during focus location re-
setting, a moving distance d of the focus may be corre-
lated with the first included angle, so that the focus loca-
tion is set based on different inclination degrees, to adapt
to different degrees of far-end fuzziness in the document
image.
[0119] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
calculate an angle difference between the first included
angle and the preset threshold (for example, 50°), and
then determine the moving distance d of the focus based
on the angle difference. For example, the mobile device
moves the focus one unit quantity toward the far-end con-
tent each time when the angle difference increases by
5°. In specific implementation, the unit quantity may be
a physical quantity that represents a distance, for exam-
ple, 1 centimeter. The unit quantity may be alternatively
represented by using a pixel value, for example, 80 dpi
is one unit quantity. It should be noted that the moving
distance d of the focus may alternatively be a fixed value.
[0120] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
move, on a central axis of the document image, the focus
toward a far end. H is a length of the central axis. The
focus location may be finally set to a location that is at a
distance of r*H from the main side, where r represents a
ratio, and 0<r<1. As shown in FIG. 8B, it is assumed that
the main side is k1, and a dashed line represents the
central axis of the document image. It should be under-
stood that, usually, a smaller value of H indicates more
serious oblique distortion of the document image.
[0121] In specific implementation, a larger first includ-
ed angle may indicate a larger ratio r. That is, larger ob-
lique distortion indicates a shorter distance between the
focus location and the far end of the document image.
This can better improve far-end definition for a seriously
distorted document image. For example, if the first in-
cluded angle is 30°, the focus may be set at a location
that is at a distance of 2H/3 (r=2/3) from the main side
k1. If the first included angle is 50°, the focus may be set
at a location that is at a distance of 4H/5 (r=4/5) from the
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main side k1. The examples are merely used to describe
this embodiment of the present invention, but shall not
constitute any limitation.
[0122] In actual application, the ratio r may alternatively
be a fixed value, for example, r=2/3. That is, regardless
of an oblique distortion degree, the focus location is set
by default to a location that is at a distance of 2H/3 from
the main side k1.
[0123] The following provides detailed descriptions
about how to apply image correction based on a picture
obtained through photographing after focus location re-
setting, to improve image correction quality.
[0124] In an embodiment, after resetting the focus lo-
cation, the mobile device may take one picture (n=1).
Then, the mobile device may apply geometric correction
by using the picture obtained through photographing, to
restore a geometric ratio of a document image in the pic-
ture. For specific implementation of geometric correction,
refer to content described in FIG. 3. Details are not de-
scribed herein again. It can be understood that, because
the picture is taken after the focus location is reset, far-
end definition of the document image is improved.
[0125] In an embodiment, after resetting the focus lo-
cation, the mobile device may take a plurality of pictures
(n≥2). Then, the mobile device may apply image correc-
tion by using the plurality of pictures obtained through
photographing. In specific implementation, a quantity of
the plurality of pictures may be correlated with an oblique
distortion degree of the document image. That is, more
serious oblique distortion indicates that more pictures
may be taken. How to determine a specific quantity of
the plurality of pictures is not limited in this embodiment
of the present invention. In some embodiments, the mo-
bile device may select, from the plurality of pictures, one
picture with highest far-end definition as output in re-
sponse to the photographing instruction.
[0126] In an implementation, to further improve the far-
end definition of the document image, if n≥2, the mobile
device may further perform image segmentation and im-
age splicing operations when applying geometric correc-
tion to the picture obtained through photographing. Spe-
cific steps may be as follows:

Step 1: Divide, into m image blocks, each of at least
two pictures to which geometric correction has been
applied, where m≥2, and m is a positive integer.
Step 2: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.

[0127] Finally, m selected to-be-spliced image blocks
are spliced into one picture, and the picture obtained
through splicing is used as the output in response to the
photographing instruction.
[0128] For example, as shown in FIG. 9, it is assumed
that n=3 and m=9. First, geometric correction is applied
to each of three pictures, to restore a geometric ratio of
a document image in the picture. Then, for an image block

whose number is i, an image block with highest definition
is selected from the three pictures as a to-be-spliced im-
age block that is finally used for image splicing. For ex-
ample, for image blocks whose numbers are 1 to 3, image
blocks 1 to 3 in a picture 3 has highest definition, and
therefore, the image blocks 1 to 3 in the picture 3 are
selected as to-be-spliced image blocks. Similarly, image
blocks 2, 3, and 6 in a picture 1 are selected as to-be-
spliced image blocks, and image blocks 5, 8, and 9 in
the picture 1 are selected as to-be-spliced image blocks.
Finally, these to-be-spliced image blocks are spliced.
[0129] In another implementation, to further improve
the far-end definition of the document image, if n≥2, the
mobile device may further perform image segmentation
and image splicing operations when applying geometric
correction to the picture obtained through photographing.
Specific steps may be as follows:

Step 1: Divide, into m image blocks, each of at least
two of the n (n≥2) pictures obtained through photo-
graphing, where m≥2, and m is a positive integer.
Step 2: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.

[0130] Step 2: Splice m selected to-be-spliced image
blocks into one picture.
[0131] Finally, geometric correction is applied to the
picture obtained through splicing, and the picture to which
geometric correction has been applied is used as the
output in response to the photographing instruction.
[0132] In some embodiments, the mobile device may
alternatively perform image segmentation and image
splicing operations in FIG. 9 on only a partial area in the
picture, for example, an area near the far-end content.
For example, in FIG. 9, only image blocks 3, 6, and 9
with highest definition are selected from the three pic-
tures, and image splicing is performed on the selected
image blocks 3, 6, and 9, to improve definition of far-end
content.
[0133] It can be understood that the far-end definition
of the document image can be further improved by per-
forming both geometric correction and the image seg-
mentation and image splicing operations on the picture
obtained through photographing. If an image block splic-
ing manner shown in FIG. 9 is used, that is, an entire
picture is segmented and then image blocks are spliced,
overall definition of the document image can be im-
proved.
[0134] It should be noted that FIG. 9 is merely an ex-
ample provided in this embodiment of the present inven-
tion and is used to describe this embodiment of the
present invention, but shall not constitute any limitation.
[0135] To avoid impairment of near-end definition of
the document image while improving the far-end defini-
tion of the document image, this embodiment of the
present invention provides the following implementa-
tions.
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[0136] In some embodiments, as shown in FIG. 10, the
mobile device may move the photographing focus a plu-
rality of times in the direction close to the far-end content
in the document image, and sequentially obtain, through
photographing, the n (n≥2) pictures in a process of mov-
ing the focus.
[0137] The three pictures shown in FIG. 9 are used as
an example. The picture 1 is taken after the first time of
focus moving, the picture 2 is taken after the second time
of focus moving, and the picture 3 is taken after the third
time of focus moving. When the picture 1 is taken, the
focus is still relatively close to near-end content, and im-
age definition near the near-end content is still relatively
high. Therefore, when the image segmentation and im-
age splicing operations are performed on the three pic-
tures, a to-be-spliced image block of the near-end con-
tent may be selected from the picture 1. In this way, near-
end definition of a picture obtained through splicing is
less affected by focus moving.
[0138] In some embodiments, as shown in FIG. 11,
before resetting the location of the photographing focus,
the mobile device may further take one or more pictures.
Reference may be made to step S108. In this case, the
photographing focus is usually set at an image center by
default. Then, after the location of the photographing fo-
cus is reset, n (n=1 or n≥2) pictures are taken. Finally,
image correction may be applied based on the pictures
obtained through photographing (including the picture
taken before focus resetting and the n pictures), as de-
scribed in step S105. The image correction step de-
scribed in step S105 is not only used for restoring the
geometric ratio of the document image, but also used for
further improving the far-end definition of the document
image by using the image processing method shown in
FIG. 9. The following provides detailed descriptions. Step
S105 may include the following steps:

Step 1: Apply geometric correction to at least two of
the pictures obtained through photographing (includ-
ing the picture taken before focus resetting and the
n pictures).
Step 2: Divide, into m image blocks, each of the at
least two pictures to which geometric correction has
been applied, where m≥2, and m is a positive integer.
Step 3: With respect to a same image block, select,
from the at least two pictures, an image block with
highest definition as a to-be-spliced image block.

[0139] Finally, m selected to-be-spliced image blocks
are spliced into one picture, and the picture obtained
through splicing is used as the output in response to the
photographing instruction.
[0140] It can be understood that, because a picture
has been taken before the photographing focus is reset,
near-end definition of the picture taken before the pho-
tographing focus is reset is not affected by focus moving,
and the definition is quite high. Therefore, when the im-
age segmentation and image splicing operations are per-

formed by using all the pictures obtained through photo-
graphing (including the picture taken before focus reset-
ting and the n pictures), a to-be-spliced image block of
the near-end content may be selected from the picture
taken before focus resetting. In this way, near-end defi-
nition of a picture obtained through splicing is not affected
by focus moving.
[0141] In some embodiments, to further improve the
far-end definition of the document image, the mobile de-
vice may alternatively perform, before applying geomet-
ric correction, image segmentation and image splicing
operations on the pictures obtained through photograph-
ing (including the picture taken before focus resetting and
the n pictures), then apply geometric correction to one
picture obtained through splicing, and use, as the output
in response to the photographing instruction, the picture
to which geometric correction has been applied.
[0142] In implementation of the embodiment in FIG. 4
or FIG. 11, during photographing of the target document,
if a relatively large inclination angle is found between the
image plane of the camera and the target document
through analysis, the camera is triggered to move the
photographing focus toward the far-end content in the
document image and take a picture, and finally, geomet-
ric correction is applied to the picture obtained through
photographing, to obtain a corrected document image.
The foregoing solution can significantly increase the def-
inition of the far-end content in the document image, and
improve correction quality of the document image.
[0143] FIG. 12 shows another processing method ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention. In
the embodiment in FIG. 12, during photographing of a
target document, if a relatively large inclination angle is
found between an image plane of a camera and the target
document through analysis, the camera is triggered to
enter the preset photographing mode described in the
foregoing Solution 2. Steps S201 to S213 are performed
by a mobile device or at least one processor in a mobile
device. The mobile device includes but is not limited to
a mobile phone, a camera, a wearable device, or a net-
work camera. The following provides descriptions by us-
ing an example in which the mobile device is an execution
body.
[0144] S201: The mobile device receives a photo-
graphing instruction.
[0145] S203: The mobile device determines, through
edge detection, four sides k1, k2, k3, and k4 of a document
image corresponding to the target document in a preview
box of the mobile device.
[0146] S205: The mobile device determines, based on
the four sides, a first included angle corresponding to the
document image, where the first included angle may be
used to represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document. Specifically, the
first included angle is positively correlated with a photo-
graphing inclination angle. The photographing inclination
angle is an inclination angle of the image plane of the
camera relative to the target document. Referring to con-
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tent in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B, it can be learned that the
image plane of the camera is a plane on which the doc-
ument image is located, and the photographing inclina-
tion angle is the included angle α in FIG. 2A and FIG. 2B.
[0147] For specific implementation of determining the
first included angle, refer to related content in the em-
bodiment in FIG. 4. Details are not described herein
again.
[0148] S207: The mobile device determines whether
the first included angle is greater than a preset threshold.
Specifically, if the first included angle is greater than the
preset threshold, execution of step S209 is triggered; if
the first included angle is not greater than the preset
threshold, execution of step S213 is triggered.
[0149] S209: The mobile device takes k pictures,
where k≥2, and k is a positive integer. In this case, a
photographing focus is usually set at an image center by
default, or may be set at another location. This is not
limited herein.
[0150] S211: The mobile device applies image correc-
tion by using the k pictures (k≥2) obtained through pho-
tographing, and uses, as output in response to the pho-
tographing instruction, a picture obtained through image
correction. Herein, image correction is used for improving
far-end definition of the document image, so that far-end
definition of the picture obtained through image correc-
tion is higher than the far-end definition of the document
image obtained by the camera in step S203.
[0151] For specific implementation of performing im-
age correction by using a plurality of (k) pictures, refer to
FIG. 9 and related content. Details are not described
herein again.
[0152] Specifically, image correction can not only re-
store a geometric ratio of the document image, but also
improve the far-end definition of the document image.
[0153] S213: The mobile device applies geometric cor-
rection to the document image. For specific implemen-
tation of geometric correction, refer to FIG. 2 and related
content.
[0154] It can be understood that, when step S209 is
performed, slight jitter of the camera causes the k pictures
obtained through photographing to present different far-
end definition. Far-end content of some of the pictures
is clearer. Therefore, when image segmentation and im-
age splicing operations are performed by using the k pic-
tures obtained through photographing, an image block
with highest definition may be selected from the k pictures
as a to-be-spliced image block. This can improve defini-
tion of far-end content in the document image.
[0155] It should be noted that the mobile device in steps
S201 to S213 may be replaced by a processor in the
mobile device, and details are not described herein.
[0156] It should be noted that, for content not men-
tioned in the embodiment in FIG. 12, refer to the foregoing
embodiments. Details are not described herein again.
[0157] The following describes a mobile device provid-
ed in an embodiment of the present invention. The mobile
device may be a smart digital camera, or a mobile device

having an image acquisition function, for example, a mo-
bile phone; may be a network camera apparatus, for ex-
ample, an IP camera; or may be another device having
an image acquisition function. Referring to FIG. 2, the
mobile device 100 may include a camera 20, a main proc-
essor 101, a memory 102 (one or more computer read-
able storage media), an input/output system 30, an ex-
ternal storage system 40, and a communications module
50. All the parts shown in the figure may communicate
over one or more communications buses 114, for exam-
ple, an I2C bus or GPIO.
[0158] The camera 20 may include a lens 21, an im-
aging part 23, and an image signal processor (ISP: Image
Signal Processor) 25. The imaging part 23 converts, into
an electrical signal, an optical image captured by the lens
21. The image signal processor 25 is configured to con-
vert, into a digital signal, the electrical signal that is input
from the imaging part 23, perform further image process-
ing on the converted-to digital signal, and then transmit
the processed digital signal to the main processor 101
by using a camera interface 29. In some embodiments,
the image signal processor 27 may alternatively be inte-
grated into the main processor 101. In some embodi-
ments, the camera 20 may further include a lens drive
part 25, configured to move the lens 21 to adjust a location
of a photographing focus. In specific implementation, the
lens drive part 25 may be a voice coil motor (VCM: Voice
Coil Motor), or may be a closed loop motor, an alternate
motor, an OIS (optical image stabilization, English: Op-
tical Image Motor) motor, or the like.
[0159] The input/output system 30 is mainly configured
to implement a function of interaction between the mobile
device 100 and a user/an external environment. In spe-
cific implementation, the input/output system 30 may in-
clude but is not limited to: a user input interface 107; a
keyboard 115, a mouse 116, a touchscreen 117, and an
audio frequency circuit 118 that are connected to the user
input interface 107, for example, a user input apparatus
such as a microphone; a peripheral output interface 108;
and a display 119 and the audio frequency circuit 118
that are connected to the peripheral output interface 108,
for example, an output apparatus such as a loudspeaker.
[0160] The external storage system 40 is mainly con-
figured to provide removable external storage for the mo-
bile device 100, to meet a flexible storage requirement
of a user. In specific implementation, the external storage
system 40 may include but is not limited to: an external
storage interface 106, and a removable storage device,
such as an SD memory card 112, a magnetic disk 113,
and a USB flash drive 114, connected to the external
storage interface 106. In actual use, a user may transfer
data between the mobile device 100 and an external stor-
age device. For example, the user stores, into the exter-
nal storage device, a picture taken by the camera 20. For
another example, the user transfers a picture in the ex-
ternal storage device to the mobile device 100, and may
view the picture by using the display 119.
[0161] The communications module 50 is configured
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to communicate with an external communications de-
vice. In specific implementation, the communications
module 50 may include but is not limited to a network
interface 105, and a Wi-Fi module 111 connected to the
network interface 105. The network interface 105 may
support a wireless network protocol such as 802.11. In
actual application, the communications module 50 may
further include another communications part. For exam-
ple, in an embodiment in which the mobile device 100 is
a mobile phone, the communications module 50 may fur-
ther include a mobile communications module, for exam-
ple, a 3G communications module.
[0162] The main processor 101 may integrate and in-
clude one or more CPUs, a clock module, and a power
management module. The clock module is mainly con-
figured to generate, for the main processor 101, a clock
required for data transmission and time sequence con-
trol. The power management module is mainly config-
ured to provide stable and high-precision voltage for the
main processor 101, the camera 20, the communications
module 50, and the input/output system 30.
[0163] The memory 102 is coupled to the main proc-
essor 101, and is configured to store various software
programs and/or multiple groups of instructions, and pro-
gram data. In specific implementation, the memory 102
may include a high-speed random access memory, and
may also include a nonvolatile memory. The memory 102
may further store an operating system, for example, an
embedded operating system such as Android, iOS, Win-
dows, or Linux.
[0164] The following describes in detail a collaboration
relationship between the foregoing parts in the embodi-
ments of the present invention. Reference may be made
to FIG. 14.
[0165] Step 1: A main processor receives a photo-
graphing instruction from a touchscreen. In specific im-
plementation, a user may touch, on the touchscreen, a
virtual button used to simulate "photographing", to gen-
erate the photographing instruction. It should be noted
that the photographing instruction may alternatively
come from another part, for example, a physical button
used for photographing. This is not limited herein.
[0166] Step 2: The main processor triggers a camera
to capture a document image of a target document. Spe-
cifically, an imaging part in the camera captures the doc-
ument image of the target document, and outputs an elec-
trical signal of the document image to an ISP in the cam-
era.
[0167] Step 3: The ISP converts, into image data of
the document image, the electrical signal that is input by
the camera, and sends the image data to the main proc-
essor.
[0168] Step 4: The main processor performs edge de-
tection on the document image, to identify four sides of
the document image that is possibly presented as an
arbitrary quadrilateral.
[0169] Step 5: The main processor determines, based
on the four sides identified through edge detection, a first

included angle corresponding to the document image.
[0170] Step 6: The main processor determines wheth-
er the first included angle is greater than a preset thresh-
old; and if the first included angle is greater than the pre-
set threshold, triggers a lens drive part, for example, a
voice coil motor, to move a lens in the camera to adjust
a location of a photographing focus; or if the first included
angle is less than the preset threshold, directly applies
geometric correction to the document image, to restore
a geometric ratio of the document image.
[0171] Step 7: The lens drive part drives the lens to
move, and notifies the main processor after moving is
completed.
[0172] Step 8: The main processor sends the photo-
graphing instruction to the camera, to trigger the camera
to take one or more pictures. Specifically, the imaging
part in the camera captures the document image of the
target document, and outputs an electrical signal of the
document image to the ISP in the camera.
[0173] Step 9: The ISP generates image data of the
one or more pictures, and returns the image data of the
one or more pictures to the main processor.
[0174] Step 10: The main processor may apply geo-
metric correction by using the one or more pictures ob-
tained through photographing.
[0175] Finally, the main processor may display a cor-
rected document image by using the touchscreen.
[0176] It should be noted that an inter-part collabora-
tion process described in FIG. 14 is corresponding to the
method embodiment in FIG. 4. For the method embodi-
ments in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12, proper adjustment (addi-
tion, deletion, or change) may be performed on some
interaction processes in FIG. 14, to adapt to a plurality
of implementations.
[0177] For example, for the method embodiment in
FIG. 11, in the foregoing step 6, if the main processor
determines that the first included angle is greater than
the preset threshold, the main processor may first trigger
the ISP to take one or more pictures, and then trigger the
lens drive part to move the lens in the camera.
[0178] For example, for the method embodiment in
FIG. 12, because the location of the photographing focus
does not need to be reset, the lens drive part in FIG. 14
may not be used. In addition, in the foregoing step 6, if
the main processor determines that the first included an-
gle is greater than the preset threshold, the main proc-
essor triggers the ISP to obtain a plurality of pictures, and
no longer triggers the lens drive part to move the lens to
adjust the focus location. In addition, the foregoing step
7 needs to be deleted to adapt to the method embodiment
in FIG. 12.
[0179] It should be noted that, for a definition of the
first included angle, specific implementation of determin-
ing the first included angle, and specific implementation
of performing image correction by using the one or more
pictures, reference may be made to the foregoing method
embodiments. Details are not described herein again.
[0180] It should be noted that FIG. 13 is merely an im-
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plementation of this embodiment of the present invention.
In actual application, the mobile device 100 may alterna-
tively include more or fewer parts. This is not limited here-
in.
[0181] FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a
mobile device according to an embodiment of the present
invention. The mobile device may be a smart digital cam-
era, or a mobile device having an image acquisition func-
tion, for example, a mobile phone; may be a network
camera apparatus, for example, an IP camera; or may
be another device having an image acquisition function.
The mobile device is configured to implement the
processing method described in the foregoing method
embodiment. As shown in FIG. 15, the mobile device 150
may include an input unit 151, an edge detection unit
152, a determining unit 153, a judging unit 154, a focus
setting unit 155, a photographing unit 156, and a correc-
tion unit 157.
[0182] The input unit 151 is configured to receive a
photographing instruction. Specifically, the photograph-
ing instruction is used to trigger the photographing unit
156 to photograph a target document.
[0183] The edge detection unit 152 is configured to
identify, through edge detection, four sides k1, k2, k3, and
k4 of a document image corresponding to the target doc-
ument.
[0184] The determining unit 153 is configured to deter-
mine, based on the four sides, a first included angle cor-
responding to the document image. The first included
angle is used to represent an inclination degree of the
document image relative to the target document. The first
included angle is positively correlated with an inclination
angle of an image plane of a camera relative to the target
document.
[0185] The judging unit 154 is configured to determine
whether the first included angle is greater than a preset
threshold. If determining that the first included angle is
greater than the preset threshold, the judging unit 154
triggers the focus setting unit 155 to reset a focus location
in a direction close to far-end content in the document
image, and triggers the photographing unit 156 to take n
(n is a positive integer) pictures. Specifically, the focus
setting unit 155 may be configured to set the focus loca-
tion. The photographing unit 156 is configured to take
the n pictures.
[0186] The correction unit 157 is configured to apply
geometric correction by using the picture obtained
through photographing by the photographing unit 156.
[0187] An output unit 158 is configured to use, as out-
put in response to the photographing instruction, a picture
obtained through correction performed by the correction
unit 157.
[0188] Specifically, for a definition of the first included
angle and specific implementation of determining the first
included angle by the determining unit 153, refer to the
foregoing method embodiment. Details are not described
herein again.
[0189] In an embodiment, after the focus setting unit

155 resets the focus location, the photographing unit 156
may take one picture (n=1). Then, the correction unit 157
applies geometric correction by using the picture ob-
tained through photographing, to restore a geometric ra-
tio of a document image in the picture. For specific im-
plementation of geometric correction, refer to content de-
scribed in FIG. 3. Details are not described herein again.
It can be understood that, because the picture is taken
after the focus location is reset, far-end definition of the
document image is improved.
[0190] In an embodiment, after the focus setting unit
155 resets the focus location, the photographing unit 156
may take a plurality of pictures (n≥2). The correction unit
157 applies geometric correction by using the plurality of
pictures obtained through photographing. Then, the cor-
rection unit 157 may further perform image processing
shown in FIG. 9 on the plurality of pictures to which ge-
ometric correction has been applied. For details, refer to
FIG. 9 and related descriptions. Details are not described
herein again. This can not only restore a geometric ratio
of the document image, but also further improve the far-
end definition of the document image.
[0191] To avoid impairment of near-end definition of
the document image while improving the far-end defini-
tion of the document image, the photographing unit 156
may have the following several implementations.
[0192] In some embodiments, the photographing unit
156 may be specifically configured to sequentially obtain,
through photographing, the n (n≥2) pictures in a process
in which the focus setting unit 155 moves a photograph-
ing focus. When a picture is taken at an initial moment
of focus moving, the focus is still relatively close to near-
end content, and image definition near the near-end con-
tent is still relatively high. Therefore, when image seg-
mentation and image splicing operations are performed
on the n pictures, a to-be-spliced image block of the near-
end content may be selected from the picture taken at
the initial moment. In this way, near-end definition of a
picture obtained through splicing is less affected by focus
moving.
[0193] In some embodiments, the photographing unit
156 may be specifically configured to take one or more
pictures before the focus setting unit 155 resets the lo-
cation of a photographing focus. Near-end definition of
the picture taken before the photographing focus is reset
is not affected by focus moving. Therefore, when image
segmentation and image splicing operations are per-
formed by using all the pictures obtained through photo-
graphing (including the picture taken before focus reset-
ting and the n pictures), a to-be-spliced image block of
the near-end content may be selected from the picture
taken before focus resetting. In this way, near-end defi-
nition of a picture obtained through splicing is not affected
by focus moving.
[0194] In an embodiment of another processing meth-
od provided in the embodiments of the present invention,
if determining that the first included angle is greater than
the preset threshold, the judging unit 154 may trigger the
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photographing unit 156 to take k (k≥2, and k is a positive
integer) pictures. Correspondingly, the correction unit
157 may be configured to apply geometric correction by
using the k pictures obtained through photographing by
the photographing unit 156. Then, the correction unit 157
may further perform image processing shown in FIG. 9
on the plurality of pictures to which geometric correction
has been applied. For details, refer to FIG. 9 and related
descriptions. Details are not described herein again.
[0195] It can be understood that, when the photograph-
ing unit 156 takes the k pictures, slight jitter of the camera
causes the k pictures obtained through photographing to
present different far-end definition. Far-end content of
some of the pictures is clearer. Therefore, when the cor-
rection unit 157 performs image segmentation and image
splicing operations by using the plurality of pictures ob-
tained through photographing, an image block with high-
est definition may be selected from the plurality of pic-
tures as a to-be-spliced image block. This can improve
definition of far-end content in the document image.
[0196] For specific implementation of performing im-
age correction by the correction unit 157 by using one or
more pictures, and other content unmentioned in the em-
bodiment in FIG. 15, refer to the foregoing method em-
bodiments. Details are not described herein again.
[0197] To sum up, according to the embodiments of
the present invention, during photographing of the target
document (to-be-photographed object), if a relatively
large inclination angle is found between the image plane
of the camera and the target document through analysis,
the camera is triggered to enter the preset photographing
mode described in the foregoing Solution 1 or Solution
2, and finally, image correction is performed by using the
picture obtained through photographing. The preset pho-
tographing mode is used to improve a document image
far-end fuzziness status caused by the relatively large
inclination angle. The foregoing solution can significantly
increase the definition of the far-end content in the doc-
ument image, and improve correction quality of the doc-
ument image.
[0198] A person skilled in the art should understand
that the embodiments of the present invention may be
provided as a method, a system, or a computer program
product. Therefore, the present invention may use a form
of hardware-only embodiments, software-only embodi-
ments, or embodiments with a combination of software
and hardware. Moreover, the present invention may use
a form of a computer program product that is implement-
ed on one or more computer-usable storage media (in-
cluding but not limited to a magnetic disk memory, an
optical memory, and the like) that include computer-us-
able program code.
[0199] The present invention is described with refer-
ence to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the meth-
od, the device (system), and the computer program prod-
uct according to the embodiments of the present inven-
tion. It should be understood that computer program in-
structions may be used to implement each process

and/or block in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams,
and a combination of a process and/or a block in the
flowcharts and/or the block diagrams. These computer
program instructions may be provided for a general-pur-
pose computer, a dedicated computer, an embedded
processor, or a processor of another programmable data
processing device to generate a machine, so that the
instructions executed by the computer or the processor
of another programmable data processing device gen-
erate an apparatus configured to implement a specified
function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or
in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0200] These computer program instructions may be
alternatively stored in a computer readable memory that
can instruct a computer or another programmable data
processing device to work in a specific manner, so that
the instructions stored in the computer readable memory
generate an artifact that includes an instruction appara-
tus. The instruction apparatus implements a specified
function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or
in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0201] These computer program instructions may be
alternatively loaded onto a computer or another program-
mable data processing device, so that a series of oper-
ation steps are performed on the computer or the another
programmable device, thereby generating computer-im-
plemented processing. Therefore, the instructions exe-
cuted on the computer or the another programmable de-
vice provide steps for implementing a specified function
in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one
or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0202] Apparently, a person skilled in the art may make
various modifications and variations to the present inven-
tion without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. Therefore, the present invention is in-
tended to cover these modifications and variations pro-
vided that these modifications and variations of the
present invention fall within the scope of the claims of
the present invention and equivalent technologies there-
of.

Claims

1. A processing method, applied to a mobile device,
wherein the method comprises:

receiving a photographing instruction;
determining, through edge detection, four sides
of a document image corresponding to a target
document in a preview box of the mobile device;
determining, based on the four sides, a first in-
cluded angle corresponding to the document im-
age, wherein the first included angle is used to
represent an inclination degree of the document
image relative to the target document, and the
first included angle is positively correlated with
an inclination angle of an image plane of a cam-
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era relative to the target document;
if the first included angle is greater than a preset
threshold, triggering the camera to reset a focus
location in a direction close to far-end content in
the document image, and take n pictures,
wherein n is an integer not less than 1;
applying geometric correction to at least one of
the n pictures obtained through photographing;
and
using, as output in response to the photograph-
ing instruction, one of the at least one picture to
which geometric correction has been applied.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining, based on the four sides, a first included angle
corresponding to the document image comprises:

obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and
k4, wherein k1 and k3 are opposite sides,
k1/k3≥1, k2 and k4 are opposite sides, and
k2/k4≥1;
calculating side ratios of the two pairs of oppo-
site sides: k1/k3 and k2/k4;
determining k1 as a main side if k1/k3 is greater
than k2/k4, or determining k2 as a main side if
k2/k4 is greater than k1/k3; and
determining, as the first included angle, an in-
cluded angle formed by intersection of two lat-
eral sides of the main side.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining, based on the four sides, a first included angle
corresponding to the document image comprises:

obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and
k4, wherein k1 and k3 are opposite sides, and k2
and k4 are opposite sides;
calculating a second included angle formed be-
tween the opposite sides k1 and k3 and a third
included angle formed between the opposite
sides k2 and k4; and
determining, as the first included angle, the larg-
er of the second included angle and the third
included angle.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein if n≥2, the triggering the camera to reset a
focus location in a direction close to far-end content
in the document image, and take n pictures compris-
es: moving a photographing focus in the direction
close to the far-end content in the document image,
and then obtaining the n pictures through photo-
graphing.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein if n≥2, the triggering the camera to reset a
focus location in a direction close to far-end content
in the document image, and take n pictures compris-

es: moving a photographing focus t times in the di-
rection close to the far-end content in the document
image, and taking at least one picture each time after
moving the photographing focus, wherein t is an in-
teger not less than 1 and not greater than n.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein before the triggering the camera to reset a
focus location in a direction close to far-end content
in the document image, the method further compris-
es: taking one or more pictures.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein the triggering the camera to reset a focus
location in a direction close to far-end content in the
document image comprises: calculating an angle dif-
ference between the first included angle and the pre-
set threshold; determining a moving distance of the
photographing focus based on the angle difference;
and moving the photographing focus the determined
moving distance in the direction close to the far-end
content in the document image.

8. A processing method, applied to a mobile device,
wherein the method comprises:

receiving a photographing instruction;
determining, through edge detection, four sides
of a document image corresponding to a target
document in a preview box of the mobile device;

determining, based on the four sides, a first
included angle corresponding to the docu-
ment image, wherein the first included angle
is used to represent an inclination degree
of the document image relative to the target
document, and the first included angle is
positively correlated with an inclination an-
gle of an image plane of a camera relative
to the target document;
if the first included angle is greater than a
preset threshold, triggering the camera to
take k pictures, wherein k≥2, and k is a pos-
itive integer;
applying image correction to the k pictures
obtained through photographing; and
using, as output in response to the photo-
graphing instruction, one picture obtained
through image correction, wherein far-end
content in the picture obtained through im-
age correction is clearer than far-end con-
tent in the document image.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the deter-
mining, based on the four sides, a first included angle
corresponding to the document image comprises:

obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and
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k4, wherein k1 and k3 are opposite sides,
k1/k3≥1, k2 and k4 are opposite sides, and
k2/k4≥1;
calculating side ratios of the two pairs of oppo-
site sides: k1/k3 and k2/k4;
determining k1 as a main side if k1/k3 is greater
than k2/k4, or determining k2 as a main side if
k2/k4 is greater than k1/k3; and
determining, as the first included angle, an in-
cluded angle formed by intersection of two lat-
eral sides of the main side.

10. The method according to claim 8, wherein the deter-
mining, based on the four sides, a first included angle
corresponding to the document image comprises:

obtaining lengths of the four sides k1, k2, k3, and
k4, wherein k1 and k3 are opposite sides, and k2
and k4 are opposite sides;
calculating a second included angle formed be-
tween the opposite sides k1 and k3 and a third
included angle formed between the opposite
sides k2 and k4; and
determining, as the first included angle, the larg-
er of the second included angle and the third
included angle.

11. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 10,
wherein the applying image correction to the k pic-
tures obtained through photographing comprises:

applying geometric correction to at least two of
the k pictures;
dividing, into m image blocks, each of the at least
two pictures to which geometric correction has
been applied, wherein m≥2, and m is a positive
integer;
with respect to a same image block, selecting,
from the at least two pictures, an image block
with highest definition as a to-be-spliced image
block; and
performing image splicing on m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks, and using, as the output,
one picture obtained through splicing.

12. The method according to any one of claims 8 to 10,
wherein the applying image correction to the k pic-
tures obtained through photographing comprises:

dividing each of at least two of the k pictures into
m image blocks, wherein m≥2, and m is a pos-
itive integer;
with respect to a same image block, selecting,
from the at least two pictures, an image block
with highest definition as a to-be-spliced image
block;
performing image splicing on m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks, and using, as the output,

one picture obtained through splicing; and
applying geometric correction to the one picture
obtained through splicing, and using, as the out-
put in response to the photographing instruction,
the picture to which geometric correction has
been applied.

13. A mobile device, comprising a user input apparatus,
a processor, and a camera, wherein
the user input apparatus is configured to receive a
photographing instruction;
the camera is configured to obtain a document image
of a target document;
the processor is configured to determine, through
edge detection, four sides of the document image
corresponding to the target document in a preview
box of the mobile device;
the processor is further configured to determine,
based on the four sides, a first included angle cor-
responding to the document image, wherein the first
included angle is used to represent an inclination
degree of the document image relative to the target
document, and the first included angle is positively
correlated with an inclination angle of an image plane
of the camera relative to the target document;
the processor is further configured to: determine
whether the first included angle is greater than a pre-
set threshold; and if the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold, trigger the camera to reset
a focus location in a direction close to far-end content
in the document image and take n pictures, wherein
n is an integer not less than 1; and
the processor is further configured to apply geomet-
ric correction to at least one of the n pictures obtained
through photographing, and use, as output in re-
sponse to the photographing instruction, one of the
at least one picture to which geometric correction
has been applied.

14. The mobile device according to claim 13, wherein if
n≥2, the camera is further configured to move a pho-
tographing focus in the direction close to the far-end
content in the document image, and then obtain the
n pictures through photographing.

15. The mobile device according to claim 13, wherein if
n≥2, the camera is further configured to move a pho-
tographing focus t times in the direction close to the
far-end content in the document image, and take at
least one picture each time after moving the photo-
graphing focus, wherein t is an integer not less than
1 and not greater than n.

16. The mobile device according to any one of claims
13 to 15, wherein the camera is further configured
to take one or more pictures before resetting the fo-
cus location in the direction close to the far-end con-
tent in the document image.
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17. A mobile device, comprising a user input apparatus,
a processor, and a camera, wherein
the user input apparatus is configured to receive a
photographing instruction;
the camera is configured to obtain a document image
of a target document;
the processor is configured to determine, through
edge detection, four sides of the document image
corresponding to the target document in a preview
box of the mobile device;
the processor is further configured to determine,
based on the four sides, a first included angle cor-
responding to the document image, wherein the first
included angle is used to represent an inclination
degree of the document image relative to the target
document, and the first included angle is positively
correlated with an inclination angle of an image plane
of the camera relative to the target document;
the processor is further configured to: determine
whether the first included angle is greater than a pre-
set threshold, and if the first included angle is greater
than the preset threshold, trigger the camera to take
k pictures, wherein k≥2, and k is a positive integer;
and
the processor is further configured to: apply image
correction to the k pictures taken by the camera, and
use, as output in response to the photographing in-
struction, one picture obtained through image cor-
rection, wherein far-end content in the picture ob-
tained through image correction is clearer than far-
end content in the document image.

18. The mobile device according to claim 17, wherein
the processor is further configured to: apply geomet-
ric correction to the k pictures; divide, into m image
blocks, each of the k pictures to which geometric
correction has been applied, wherein m≥2, and m is
a positive integer; with respect to a same image
block, select, from the k pictures, an image block
with highest definition as a to-be-spliced image
block; and perform image splicing on m selected to-
be-spliced image blocks, and use, as the output, one
picture obtained through splicing.

19. The mobile device according to claim 17, wherein
the processor is further configured to: divide each of
the k pictures into m image blocks, wherein m≥2,
and m is a positive integer; with respect to a same
image block, select, from the k pictures, an image
block with highest definition as a to-be-spliced image
block; perform image splicing on m selected to-be-
spliced image blocks, and use, as the output, one
picture obtained through splicing; and apply geomet-
ric correction to the one picture obtained through
splicing, and use, as the output, the picture to which
geometric correction has been applied.

20. A mobile device, comprising one or more proces-

sors, a memory, a bus system, a transceiver, and
one or more programs, wherein the processor, the
memory, and the transceiver are connected to each
other by using the bus system; the one or more pro-
grams are stored in the memory; the one or more
programs comprise an instruction; and when exe-
cuted by the portable electronic device, the instruc-
tion causes the portable electronic device to perform
the method according to any one of claims 1 to 12.

21. A computer readable storage medium storing one or
more programs, wherein the one or more programs
comprise an instruction, and when executed by a
portable electronic device, the instruction causes the
portable electronic device to perform the method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 12.

22. A graphical user interface on a mobile device, where-
in the mobile device comprises a display, a memory,
a plurality of application programs, and one or more
processors configured to execute one or more pro-
grams stored in the memory, and the graphical user
interface comprises a user interface displayed ac-
cording to the method according to any one of claims
1 to 12.
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